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A bijective proof of Gessel and Viennot is extended to a proof of an n-dimensional 
q-analogue of Kreweras’s determinant formula for counting restricted lattice paths. In the 
proof the determinant has direct combinatorial significance. 
1. Introduction 
Handa and Mohanty [4] gave an n-dimensional generalization of Kreweras’s [6] 
determinant formula for counting lattice paths which are restricted by two 
nondecreasing boundaries. Upon assigning weights to n-dimensional paths, the 
author [S] derived a q-analogue of their result, thus extending the 2-dimensional 
q-analogues of Carlitz [l] and of Handa and Mohanty [5]. A different n- 
dimensional q-analogue has been obtained by Niederhausen [7]. In all of these 
results the determinant occurs when solving a linear recursive system. Here we 
prove the result of [S] by extending a bijective proof of Gessel and Viennot [2,3] 
in which the determinant has direct combinatorial significance. In the proof each 
n-dimensional path is identified with an m-tuple of nonintersecting paths. An 
involution is then defined on all m-tuples of certain paths which enables us to use 
a determinant, directly by definition, to enumerate the m-tuples of nonintersect- 
ing paths. 
2. q-counts for n-dimensional paths 
Here we give the necessary background with details in [8]. For integer vector 
u ET-l, (u, v) will denote the point (u,, u2, . . . , u,_~, v) E Z”. 6 will denote 
ui+uz+.. . + u,-, . u G x will mean ui c Xi for each i. 
A lattice path p = (~0, zlr . . . , Zj, . . . , zs) is a finite sequence of points in Z” 
such that for each i > 0, Zj - Zj-1 = ek for some k, 1 d k s n, where (e& = 1 and 
(ek); = 0 for i #k. If the Unit Step from 2j-l t0 zj satisfies Zj - Zj-i = ek, then the 
weight of that step is defined to be qc”*‘“J”, where this is 1 if k = n. With the 
value of (z~)~ - (zj-i)k (=0 or 1) indicating the direction of the jth step, the 
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q-weight of a path p is defined to be 
Q@>=q c,,-,-~ck-ol~~,~*-_(~,-l~*Ic,-l~z,~, 
The q-count of a path set S is then defined to be Q(S) = CptS Q(p). 
The positive q-multinomial coef’jicient is defined as 
li+v 
L I 
(I- qa+“)(l - q”+u-l). . . (I- qu+l) 
U + = n;:u,+,,<l - q"')(l -cf-') . . . (1 -4) 
ifus0, u#O, andv?=O. 
(1) 
=1 if 1130; and 
Li+v 
L I= 
0 
u + 
otherwise. [” :“I+ b ecomes a usual multinomial coefficient as q tends to 1. 
The corresponding q-analogue for counting unrestricted paths is now given. If 
S is the set of all lattice paths from (u, v) to (x, y), then by considering the 
contribution to Q(S) made by each path set {p E S : (x, y) - ek is on p}, one can 
easily show 
Q(s) = q c* .rr(xa-ux)C, .ku,+(P-Gb L i--Li+y-v 1 x-u +’ 
3. The determinant formula 
ForxEM-’ let X= {u:uEfV-‘, 0 c u d x}. Let m + 1 denote the cardinality 
of X, which is IIISi+, (xi + 1). Let 
o= Iv,, IV,, . . ) w,, Wm+l =x (3) 
be a fixed labeling of the elements of X such that at least one component of IV, is 
less than the corresponding component of IV, whenever i < j. Let f and g be 
nondecreasing (in any coordinate) integer-valued functions with domain X which 
satisfy f(u) s g(u) for any u E X. Let (0, x, f, g) denote the set of all lattice paths 
p from (0, f(0)) to (x, g(x)) respectived so that f(u) < v s g(u) whenever (u, v) 
is a noninitial point of p. Let F(r, u) = C,,,, (uk - tk) C,,>k ti + (ii - I)(f(u) + ii), 
and 
I f’ 
Theorem. Q((0, x, f, g)) = (-l)“+“qp’it” Wq F(*,y+~)Ci j+I) where this deter- , 
minant is indexed by 1 c i, j c m. 
This is the same as Theorem 5.3 of [S] as various factors can be brought into 
the determinant and m + 1 = d. 
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4. m-tuples of downward lattice paths 
Preliminary to the proof we establish the notion, indexing and q-weights of 
downward lattice paths. For any permutation CJ E Y,,,, 9, being the symmetric 
group on {1,2, . . . , m}, CJ will also denote the bijection from X - {x} to 
X - (0) where wk is mapped to crrvk = w~(~)+~. (Notation: “u(i)” is the image of 
iE{l,..., m} and “au” is the image of u E X - {x}.) 
For each path p E (0, x, g), consider projection of upon X is the 
subsequence of of the 
0= Wi Wi,, Wi,, . . Wi;, Wi;+, IV,+] =X 
where for k, I ‘k < &+l and (Wi,, V) is a lattice point on p for some v. Let 
wj,, wj,, . . . 9 Wjm_iy where jk <jk+l, represent the subsequence of (3) missing from 
(4). Thus corresponding to p, associate n E Y,,, defined by 
Id= 
( 
1 i,...i;_, iz jI j2. * * jm-; 
iz-1 i3--1...1;-l m jl-1 j2-1...jm_-i-1 ) (5) 
We note that “Wik = W,(i,)+i = wik+,_l+l = wir+, and nWjk = w,ok)+l = wjk-l+l = w,. 
Later we shall need the sign of n. To compute the sign, first rearrange the top 
row of (5) to be 1, 2, . . . , m. Notice that i2 - 1 < in - l<. . . < iz - 1 <m and 
that each value jk - 1 is offset one place to the right in going from the top to the 
bottom row of the rearranged form. Since m - f interchanges in the bottom row 
are needed to obtain Ed from the identity permutation, 
sgn(n) = (- l)m-’ = (- l)m+i. (6) 
A downward lattice path, denoted by I = (zO, zi, . . . , zj, . . . , t), will be a 
finite sequence of points in d” such that for each j > 0, either zj - z,_, = e, for 
some k<n, or zj-Zj-l= -e,. Thus r can have only negative steps in the 
direction of the nth or, what we call, the vertical coordinate. For each o E .Ym, 
(ri, . . . , rm) will denote an m-tuple of downward paths where each rk runs from 
(wk, g(wk) + tik) t0 (OWk, f (mk) + aik). For each U E ym, let A, be the Set Of all 
such m-tuples. Note that A,, = 0 for some u. Define the q-weight of r = 
(~0, ~1, . . . 3 Zj, . . . 7 2s) by 
Q(r) = qEWrs C*>ol(q-(+dkl cc-* w 
and the q-weight of (rI, . . . , rm) as Uisism Q(ri). 
Let R be the set of unrestricted downward paths from (u, v) to (x, v). 
r. Q(r) = q E*>“(x~-u*)E,>~u,+(P-~)v [ .f - fi + Y - v 1 x-u + 
(7) 
(8) 
In view of formula (2), (8) can be proved by exhibiting a weight preserving 
bijection between the usual upward paths from (u, v) to (x, y) and the downward 
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paths from (u, y) to (x, v). Each n-dimensional path is encoded as a s-tuple of 
step directions running from 1 to n where s = P + y - 2 - v. The bijection is 
defined so that an upward path has a vertical step in position j if, and only if, the 
corresponding downward path has a vertical step in position s -i + 1, while the 
relative order of other step directions remans constant. Thus the path encoded as 
(2,1,3,3,2,1,1,3,2), n = 3, corresponds to the downward path encoded as 
(2,3,1,2,1,3,3,1,2). To check that this bijection preserves the q-weight it 
suffices to note the following. In an upward path a nonvertical step in position i 
which follows i vertical steps corresponds to a 
direction) step in position s - i + 1 which is 
corresponding downward path. Thus, for both 
contributes v +i to their q-weights. 
nonvertical (perhaps of a different 
followed by i vertical stps in the 
these steps, the vertical coordinate 
5. The hijection 
We now define a bijection r from (0, X, f, g) to B where B is the set of all 
i 
h, . . . , r,,,) E l_loeYm A, such that no two paths of (rl, . . . , rm) intersect. Such a 
rl, . . . , r,,,) is called nonintersecting. Each p E (0, x, f, g) determines a unique 
projection on X as denoted in (4). This projection in turn determines a unique 
permutation n as defined in (5). If wj is in the projection of p, and if 
v = max{t: (wi, t) is on p}, then kwill be the downward lattice path from 
(rvi, g(wJ + 6~) to (*7d~~,f(nrvJ + JGW,) which has unit step (wi, v + r+J to 
(JGW,, v + GJ~) as its only nonvertical step. Since a lattice path p is a nondecreasing 
point sequence, the addition of @ in these last two points guarantees that the 
nonvertical steps of the ri are offset and hence {ri : Wi in the projection of p} has 
nonintersecting paths. If Wj is not in the projection of p, then 5 will be a straight 
path with constant first n - 12ordinates, running from (Wj, g(Wj) + Gj) to 
(Wj, f(wj) + Gj) = (JGWj, f(JGWj) + nWj)* N one of the ri intersect the 5 and thus the 
resulting (rI, . . . , r,,,) is an element of B. Define T(p) = (rl, . . . , rm). Later in 
this section we show that r is indeed a bijection. 
Next we use (1) and (7) to related the q-weights of (0, X, f, g) and B. For 
p E (0, x, f, g), 
Q(p) = (u “yonP q~“>“‘“‘-““’ C,z&;+(fi’-+ 
(Here (u’, v’) is the immediate successor of (u, v) on p.) 
=rI4 
C*>o[(n~u)r-(w)rlCI>~(nw),+(~-~)~ 
(This product is oter w in the projection of p. The vertical steps of p are ignored 
as they have weight 1.) 
= 4 
-(‘;I) 
rIq 
Cr,o[(nv)r-(w)*lC,,*(nw),+( G4;)(v~+~) 
WEX 
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(Since JCW = w for w not in %e projection of p, this product can be over X. Note 
q&l, = 1+2+...+.? _ 
4 
_ nwsx q(nw-ef Here v’ = max{t: (w, t) is on p}.) 
Thus 
= q-“:” ,<iI_ QW. _.-_ 
Q((0, r,f, g)) = q+’ c n Q(c). 
(q,...,r~)~B lei=sm 
It is clear from its definition that Z is injective. to show that Z is surjective we 
first claim that any nonintersecting (rr , . . . , r,) satisfies 
(A) every ri has at most one nonvertical step and 
(B) for each k, 0 6 k <f, there is exactly one nonstraight ri initiated in 
{(u, g(u) + fi) : li = k}. 
To prove this claim, put Z(a, b) (respectively, T(a, 6)) equal to the set of paths 
in (rl, . . . , r,,J initiated in {(u, g(u) + a) : a G 2 s 6) (respectively, terminated in 
{(u, f(u) + 2) :q < 2 6 6)). Note that 1 + IT(O, 6)( = (Z(0, 6)( since (@f(O)) is 
not a terminal point of any r. If (A) is false, there is a k and r such that 
r E Z(0, k) fl T(k -t 2, a). Since T(0, k) c Z(0, k), {r} U T(0, k) = Z(0, k). This 
and{r}UT(O,k)UT(k+1,k+1)~Z(O,k)UZ(k+1,k+1)yieldT(k+1, k+ 
1) = Z(k + 1, k + l), since each side of the inclusion has the same cardinality. 
Thus all downward paths in Z(k + 1, k + 1) must be straight and r must intersect 
one of then; this is a contradiction. If (B) is false, then for some k, 
1 # IZ(0, k) - T(0, k)( = IZ(0, k)l - IT(0, k)( = 1 (when all paths in Z(k, k) are 
assumed to be straight, Z(k, k) c T(0, k) and Z(0, k - 1) c T(0, k), from (A), 
yield Z(0, k) = T(0, k)); this is a contradiction. 
Now if (rl, . . . , r,) satisfies (A) and (B), let rik, 16 k G 2, be the nonstraight 
path having nonvertical step from (Wi,, fk) to (Wi,,,, tk). The path p E (0, X, f, g) 
having nonvertical steps (wik, tk - tiik) to (W,,,, tk - Gik), for 1 s k 6 f, satisfies 
Z(p) = (rr, . . . , rd. 
6. A determinant to q-count nonintersecting m-tuples 
An involution will be informally defined on U,,E9m A, which is fixed on B and 
is sign reversing and weight preserving off B. Then a determinant will q-count B 
while cancelling the q-weights of the intersecting elements of lJosYm A,. This is 
an example of Gessel and Viennot’s method in which the noncancelled terms in 
the determinant correspond to more than one permutation. 
For any intersecting (rl, . . . , r,), let i be the least index such that ri is 
intersecting. Let Z be the next index such that ri and q intersect. If z is the first 
point on ri where these paths intersect, then let rl be the concatenation of the part 
of 5 preceding and including z with the part of ri following z. Put r; = rk for 
k #i, j. If (rl, . . . , r,,,) E A, and (t-1, . . . , rk) E A,, then sgn(u) = -sgn(r). 
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Moreover, IIIGiG,,, Q(ri) = TIlzsisrn Q(rf). Thus 
,,,_,C,,eB lsg, Q(c) = ,z (-l)sg”(o)+‘“+i C n Q(rO 
“2 (r,,...,r,,,)cA, lsism 
(The m + R is from (6) and is needed so the q-weights of the elements of B are 
positive.) 
= (-l)m+‘Cz (-l)sgn(o) n c Q(r) 
“I wsx-{x) r 
(Where the inner sum is over all unrestricted 
(orv, f(orv) + %). Thus, with F(r, u) as in Section 3, 
r from (w,g(w)+ a) to 
(8) implies:) 
The proof of the theorem is completed by observing that this sum is a 
determinant and by using (9). 0 
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